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Supplementary Note 

Clinical data. The 20 ASD trios sequenced were selected from the Simons Simplex 

Collection1(SSC) (19) and the Study of Autism Genetics Exploration (SAGE) (1). The SSC is a 

Simons Foundation funded project including 12 collaborating sites across North America (see 

sfari.org). Each of the 12 data collection sites independently recruited families with ASD that 

had not previously participated in a genetics research study following approved human subjects 

research guidelines at each university. Participation in the collection was restricted to ASD 

simplex families in which both parents were willing to participate. Families in which the child 

with ASD had a relative (up to 3rd degree) with ASD or who had a sibling who showed ASD 

related symptoms, such as social challenges necessitating an individualized education program, 

were excluded. Inclusion criteria required that children with meet ASD diagnosis standards on 

the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule2 (ADOS) and the Collaborative Programs for 

Excellence in Autism (CPEA) criteria for the Autism Diagnostic Interview, Revised3 (ADI-R). 

CPEA criteria require the child to score within 2 points of the cut-off on social or communication 

domains or within 1 point on both, with no requirement for the repetitive behavior or onset 

domains. Children also need to meet a nonverbal IQ estimate cut-off of 35. Additionally, 

children with significant hearing, vision or motor problems, significant birth complications (e.g. 

extended NICU stay), or having been diagnosed with ASD related disorders, such as Fragile X, 

were excluded.  

Participation in the SSC for the children with ASD included a diagnostic evaluation, 

cognitive and adaptive assessment, comprehensive examination of medical and diagnostic 

history, and assessment of social and communicative abilities. Height, weight, head 
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circumference, and DNA via blood sample were collected from all participating family members 

and social communicative abilities were also assessed in the parents and siblings of the children 

with ASD. Data collection, entry, and validation methods were standardized across sites to 

ensure reliability of sample collection. Each institution applied for and received approval from 

the institution’s human subjects division. As required by each local institutional review board, all 

subjects provided consent to participate in the collection.  

Recruited families participating in the SAGE study range in age from 24 months old to 

adulthood and meet diagnostic criteria for ASD with no other factors likely to contribute to the 

etiology (such as very low birth weight, other genetic conditions) or diagnostic criteria for non-

ASD developmental delay. Families are recruited from clinic patients undergoing a diagnostic 

evaluation for autism at Seattle Children’s Autism Center. Following recruitment and 

enrollment, DNA samples and family history information are collected and diagnoses are 

confirmed through record review. As reported by parent informant, ~75% are simplex families. 

For those families with identified pathogenic event, a comprehensive phenotypic workup is 

conducted that includes: medical and family history; treatment history; diagnostic workup; 

cognitive testing; language, adaptive, and motor skills assessment; 2D photos of face & hands; 

and completion of parent questionnaires re: broader autism phenotype, general psychological 

functioning, aberrant behaviors, social symptoms, and demographic information. The SAGE 

study received approval from the Seattle Children’s Human Subjects Division and all subjects 

provided consent to participate in the collection. 

DNA samples were de-identified prior to distribution. The use of non-identifiable 

biological materials in this study was deemed not human subjects research by the University of 

Washington Human Subjects Division.  
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Detailed Clinical Information. NOTE: Standardized instruments included (mean 100, standard 

deviation is 15): cognitive: Differential Ability Scales-2nd edition, receptive language: Peabody 

Picture Vocabulary Test-4th edition, and adaptive skills: Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales-2nd 

edition. Calibrated Severity Score is on 1-10 scale (>4 clinical; 10 most impaired). 

Abbreviations: Autism Diagnostic Interview (ADI); Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule 

(ADOS); Intellectual Quotient (IQ). 

ID #: SSC 12817 

Mutation: FOXP1 frameshift 

Demographics: 9:5 male, White, non-Hispanic. 

Family and Developmental History: No family history of ASD. Proband is 3rd of 3 siblings (1 

older brother, 1 older sister). Paternal side: No significant psychiatric history. Maternal side: no 

significant psychiatric history. Pregnancy and birth: proband was 3rd pregnancy and delivery. 

Vaginal delivery at 41 weeks. Augmented labor. No anesthesia. No pregnancy or birth 

complications. No history of Rubella, Valproate use, Infections, Trauma, or use of Artificial 

Reproductive Technology.  

Medical History: Likelihood of non-febrile seizures in proband (and paternal cousin). 

Paternal/Maternal age in years at conception: 40/35. 

Cognitive: FullScale IQ: 36 (<1st percentile); Nonverbal IQ: 34 (<1st percentile); Verbal IQ: 37 

(<1st percentile); single word use. 

Receptive Language: <1st percentile. 

Adaptive Behavior: Daily Living Skills: 2nd percentile; Communication: 1st percentile; Social-

Emotional: 2nd percentile; Overall: 1st percentile. 
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Diagnostic: Meets research criteria for Autistic Disorder: (ADI +; ADOS +; clinical diagnosis 

+). Calibrated Severity Score = 8. Evidence of onset prior to 3 years of age. Regression (word 

loss). Language delay (phrases delayed). 

Aberrant Behaviors: Elevated for lethargy, hyperactivity, and inappropriate speech. 

ID #: SSC 12681 

Mutation: GRIN2B 3’ splice 

Demographics: 6:6 female, White, non-Hispanic. 

Family and Developmental History: No family history of ASD. Proband is 3rd of 3 siblings (2 

older sisters). Paternal side: No significant psychiatric history. Maternal side: no significant 

psychiatric history. Pregnancy and birth: proband was 3rd pregnancy and delivery. Upper 

respiratory infection and allergies reported during first trimester. Vaginal delivery at 41 weeks. 

Augmented labor. No anesthesia. Nuchal cord. No other pregnancy or birth complications. No 

history of Rubella, Valproate use, Trauma, or use of Artificial Reproductive Technology. 

Medical History: Nothing of note. 

Paternal/Maternal age in years at conception: 33/31. 

Cognitive: FullScale IQ: 63 (1st percentile); Nonverbal IQ: 65 (1st percentile); Verbal IQ: 69 (2nd 

percentile); fluent language use. 

Receptive Language: 21st percentile. 

Adaptive Behavior: Daily Living Skills: 13th percentile; Communication: 5th percentile; Social-

Emotional: 18th percentile; Motor: 7th percentile; Overall: 6th percentile. 

Fine Motor Ability: Greater than 2 standard deviations below the mean. 
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Diagnostic: Meets research criteria for Autistic Disorder: (ADI +; ADOS +; clinical diagnosis 

+). Calibrated Severity Score = 9. Evidence of onset prior to 3 years of age. Possible regression. 

Language delay (single word & phrases delayed). 

Aberrant Behaviors: Elevated for hyperactivity. 

ID #: SSC 12499 

Mutation: SCN1A PRO1894LEU  

Demographics: 6:11 male, White, non-Hispanic. 

Family and Developmental History: No family history of ASD. Proband is 2nd of 2 siblings (1 

older brother). Paternal side: cerebral palsy (pat cousin). Maternal side: migraines (mother, mat 

grandparent), lymphangioleicmyomatosis (lavi) (mat aunt/uncle). No significant psychiatric 

history. Pregnancy and birth: proband was 2nd pregnancy and delivery. Upper respiratory 

infection in trimester 2. Vaginal delivery at 40 weeks. No anesthesia. No pregnancy or birth 

complications. No history of Rubella, Valproate use, Trauma, or use of Artificial Reproductive 

Technology. 

Medical History: Definite non-febrile seizures, dx of epilepsy. 

Paternal/Maternal age in years at conception: 45/31. 

Cognitive: FullScale IQ: 60 (<1st percentile); Nonverbal IQ: 57 (<1st percentile); Verbal IQ: 56 

(<1st percentile); phrase speech use. 

Receptive Language: 13th percentile. 

Adaptive Behavior: Daily Living Skills: 8th percentile; Communication: 13th percentile; Social-

Emotional: 6th percentile; Motor: 10th percentile; Overall: 76th percentile. 
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Diagnostic: Meets research criteria for Autistic Disorder: (ADI +; ADOS +; clinical diagnosis 

+). Calibrated Severity Score = 8. Evidence of onset prior to 3 years of age. Possible regression. 

Language delay (single word & phrases delayed). 

Aberrant Behaviors: No elevations. 

ID #: SSC 11666.p1 

Mutation: LAMC3 ASP339GLY 

Demographics: 7:9 male; White, non-Hispanic. 

Family and Developmental History: no family history of ASD. Proband is 2nd of 2 children (1 

older brother). Maternal side: migraines (mother); speech delay requiring therapy (maternal 

cousin); asthma (maternal cousin). Paternal side: eating disorder (paternal aunt, paternal 

grandmother), eczema (paternal grandparent). Pregnancy and birth: proband was 3rd pregnancy 

and 2nd delivery. Vaginal delivery at 40 weeks. Induced labor (failure to progress) via use of IV 

oxytocin. Anesthesia used. No pregnancy or birth complications. No history of Rubella, 

Valproate use, Infections, Trauma, or use of Artificial Reproductive Technology. 

Medical History: Otitis Media at age 4 (treated). No other medical complications. 

Paternal/Maternal age in years at conception: 32 years/30 years. 

Cognitive: FullScale IQ: 49 (<1st percentile); Nonverbal IQ: 64 (1st percentile); Verbal IQ: 51 

(<1st percentile); fluent language use. 

Receptive Language: <1st percentile. 

Adaptive Behavior: Daily Living Skills: 1st percentile; Communication: 2nd percentile; Social-

Emotional: 2nd percentile; Overall: 1st percentile. 

Fine Motor Ability: Greater than 2 standard deviations below the mean. 
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Diagnostic: Meets research criteria for Autistic Disorder: (ADI +; ADOS +; clinical diagnosis 

+). Calibrated Severity Score = 10. Evidence of onset prior to 3 years of age. No regression.  

Aberrant Behaviors: Elevated for Hyperactivity and Irritability; Elevated for Stereotyped and 

Restricted behaviors. 

 
Functional characterization of FOXP1 mutation. To assess whether the FOXP1 frameshift 

mutation is targeted by nonsense-mediated decay (NMD), we grew two parallel cultures of 

immortalized lymphoblasts derived from the family, one of which was chemically treated to 

inhibit NMD. In the untreated sample we see low expression of the FOXP1 insertion allele, 

while in the treated sample we see roughly equal levels of the frameshift mutation and the 

normal allele, suggesting that most of the mutated transcript is degraded (Supplementary Fig. 

5a). Residual mutated p.A339SfxX4 transcripts are predicted to yield a C-terminally truncated 

protein that lacks the characteristic forkhead-box DNA-binding domain. We analyzed the 

functional properties of this FOXP1 mutant protein (FOXP1mut), making comparisons to wild-

type FOXP1, FOXP2, and previously studied FOXP2 variants, using transfected HEK293T cell 

lines (Supplementary Fig. 5b-d). FOXP1mut displays aberrant localization to the cytoplasm as 

opposed to the nucleus—similar to results obtained with FOXP2 mutations4. This disruption of 

nuclear targeting is most likely due to the loss of nuclear localization signals flanking the DNA-

binding domain4. In contrast to a truncated version of FOXP2 previously associated with verbal 

dyspraxia4,5, the FOXP1mut product appears stable.  

HEK293T cell-based assays indicated that, as for FOXP26, increased levels of wild-type 

FOXP1 yield significantly reduced expression of CNTNAP2 (p=0.0005) (Supplementary Fig. 

5d). Intriguingly, in these experiments expression of the FOXP1mut protein was instead 

associated with a significant three-fold increase in CNTNAP2 expression relative to control cells 
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(p=0.0056). These data suggest that the aberrant FOXP1mut protein can interfere with the action 

of endogenous FOXP transcription factors present in the HEK293T cells4, causing a further 

misregulation of CNTNAP2 expression. Overall, we hypothesize that reduced dosage of wild-

type FOXP1 transcripts (due to NMD of mutant transcripts), combined with dysfunction of 

FOXP1mut proteins that escape this process, may yield overexpression of CNTNAP2 proteins, 

amplifying any deleterious effects of H275A in the proband. Negligible expression of CNTNAP2 

in our only available tissue (immortalized lymphoblasts) precludes direct testing of this 

hypothesis7.  

Comparison to Vissers et al. Vissers and colleagues reported a similar study on sporadic 

moderate to severe ID using Agilent/SOLiD technologies8. In contrast to our study, they reported 

putatively causative events (one of which was inherited) in 6/10 families suggesting that coding 

de novo events of major effect may be more prevalent in ID than ASD. Using an analogous 

approach, they reported that the predicted disease-associated events occurred at highly conserved 

sites and had disruptive Grantham scores. While the two approaches are similar, we did observed 

subtle differences in the mutation rates and characteristics. For example, although we both report 

~1 coding de novo event per trio and sufficient coverage of ~90% of target, their set was larger 

(37 Mb versus 26 Mb). Based on our observed rate we would expect ~1.3 events per trio from a 

37 Mb exome capture (versus the ~1.0 events per trio reported in their study). Based on their 

reported rate, we would expect ~0.7 events per trio from a 26 Mb capture (versus the ~0.9 events 

per trio observed in our study). In addition, 9/16 (56%) of the de novo coding substitutions we 

observed were nonsynonymous, while they reported 8/9 (89%) were nonsynonymous. We also 

observed markedly different transition/transversion ratios: 18:2 in this study versus 6:3 in the 

Vissers et al. study. However, none of these differences are statistically significant, and given the 
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relatively small number of observations at this time, it is unknown whether they reflect any true 

differences in either capture/sequencing/analysis methodology or in ID versus ASD patient 

populations.  

Description of other conserved/damaging variants. The remaining de novo mutation sites 

were not considered to be strong candidates for involvement in ASD, although it is entirely 

possible that sequencing of additional ASD cases may further implicate one or more of them. 

Missense mutations affecting conserved nucleotides and also predicted to be damaging based on 

Grantham scores occurred in SYNE1, SLC30A5, TLK2, and RBM3. SYNE1 (p.Y282C, 

CCDS5236.1) is a spectrin repeat containing protein expressed in skeletal and smooth muscle, an 

extremely large transcript, and previously associated with spinocerebellar ataxia, autosomal 

recessive 8, and emery-dreifruss muscular dystrophy 4. SLC30A5 (p.S561R, CCDS3996.1) is a 

zinc solute carrier that functions in the pancreas. TLK2 (p.S595L, CCDS11633.1) is a 

serine/threonine kinases potentially involved in the regulation of chromatin assembly. RBMS3 

(p.T383M, CCDS33724.1) is an RNA-binding protein and potential regulator of hepatic stellate 

cells. The three remaining missense variants affect sites that are neither highly conserved nor 

predicted to be disruptive from the Grantham score. TGM3 (p.V144I, CCDS33435.1) is a 

transglutaminase involved in hair follicle development. GPR139 (p.S151G, CCDS32398.1) is a 

G-coupled receptor, which is expressed in the brain. XIRP1 (p.V483M, CCDS2683.1) is the Xin 

actin-binding repeat-containing protein 1, associated with cardiomyopathy, and likely functions 

to protect actin filaments from depolymerization. The only synonymous and untranslated region 

(UTR) sites that occur at conserved nucleotides are at ARHGAP15 and MYO1A, respectively. 

ARHGAP15 is an RHO GTPase-activating protein, weakly expressed in brain. MYO1A is a 

myosin superfamily gene, associated with autosomal dominant deafness.
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Supplementary Figure 1 Maternally inherited large CNV at 15q11.2 in family 12499. a, 

Genome browser diagram showing raw array CGH results indicating that the mother and 

proband are heterozygous deletion carriers. The deletion spans from approximately 

chr15:20,300,028-20,647,960, including TUBGCP5, CYFIP1, NIPA2, and NIPA1. Red indicates 

significantly deviated probes. b, Average exome read depth across the interval shows the 

expected relative copy numbers of the trio. c, IGV browser9 view shows drop in read depth 

across multiple exons. d, Expanded view of exon highlighted in c.  
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Supplementary Figure 2 Flow diagram of sequence analysis pipeline. First, raw reads are 

mapped to the reference genome using with BWA for SNV/small indel detection and mrsFAST 

for indel/CNV detection. Second, discordant read pairs and duplicates are removed, followed by 

genotype calling using SAMtools. Third, high quality variants are then run through a custom 

pipeline, Haystack, to evaluate their inheritance. Fourth, variant positions flagged as potentially 

de novo are then filtered against other sequenced exomes to remove systematic artifacts and 

annotated using the SeattleSeq server. Lastly, novel variants (e.g. not called in dbSNP, the 1000 

Genomes Project Pilot, or 1490 other exomes) are then visually inspected to remove variants 

with >10% variant alleles in one or both parents and the remainder subjected to bi-directional 

Sanger sequencing. 
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Supplementary Figure 3 Boxplots showing number of “private” rare protein disruptive variants 

identified in the ASD proband and HapMap controls.
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Supplementary Figure 4 SNV de novo mutation events that are potentially causative. a, 

Pedigree showing chromatogram traces surrounding GRIN2B 3' splice mutation. b, Diagram 

showing the affected GRIN2B intron-exon boundary. The A->G mutation results in loss of the 

canonical 3’ AG splice site. c, Pedigree showing chromatogram traces surrounding SCN1A 

p.P1894L missense mutation. d, Pedigree showing chromatogram traces surrounding LAMC3 

p.D339G missense mutation. 
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Supplementary Figure 5 Functional characterization of FOXP1 de novo mutation. a, Sanger 

traces of PCR amplified cDNA from 12817.p1 lymphoblasts. Untreated cells show low levels of 

the mutant allele p.A339SfsX4. Cells treated to inhibit NMD show approximately equal levels of 
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the normal and mutation allele. Arrow indicates insertion site. b-d, HEK293T cell-based 

expression of FOXP1, FOXP1mut-p.A339SfsX4, FOXP2, FOXP2-p.R553H, and the 

alternatively spliced FOXP2-10+ isoform. All transcripts were cloned in a pcDNA4/HisMax 

expression vector, in frame with its N-terminal Xpress™ tag. b, Western blotting of HEK293T 

transfected whole-cell extracts using an antibody against the N-terminal Xpress™ tag 

demonstrated the presence of recombinant proteins around the predicted molecular weight for all 

constructs. The FOXP1mut construct yielded a truncated product of ~45 kDa, approximately half 

the size of the wild-type protein (FOXP1, ~75 kDa). Levels of the truncated product were similar 

to those of wild-type FOXP1. The p.R553H variant of FOXP2, an etiological mutation causing 

severe speech and language deficits in a large multigenerational family10, was of similar 

molecular weight to wild-type FOXP2. The 10+ variant represents an alternatively spliced 

version of FOXP2 encoded by a putative mRNA transcript that contains a polyadenylation site in 

the intron following exon 10 and thus excludes exons 11-17; as expected this yielded a product 

of ~50 kDa4. Equivalent loading across samples was confirmed using a beta-actin internal 

loading control. c, Confocal images of HEK293T cells transiently transfected with expression 

constructs followed by immunofluorescence with an antibody to the Xpress™ tag (green). DAPI 

counterstain (blue) depicts the location of nuclei. Both wild-type FOXP1 and FOXP2 localize 

predominantly to the nucleus and, in line with previously reported data4, are generally excluded 

from nucleoli. In contrast, the FOXP1mut protein displays predominantly cytoplasmic 

localization. The FOXP2.R553H protein shows both cytoplasmic and nuclear localization. In 

some cells it appears to form small aggregates. The FOXP2.10+ isoform is predominantly 

localized to the cytoplasm and forms cytoplasmic aggregations, which have been suggested to 

represent aggresomes4. Scale bar, 10 µm. e, Quantitative RT-PCR results for cDNA prepared 
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from transiently transfected HEK293T cells. CNTNAP2 expression levels (y-axis) are the means 

of three independent cDNA experiments and are normalized with an internal control, GAPDH. 

FOXP1 significantly repressed CNTNAP2 expression relative to the empty vector (pcDNA4), 

two-way p=0.0005 (Supplementary Table 8). Overexpression of FOXP1mut resulted in an 

approximately three-fold increase in CNTNAP2 expression relative to the empty vector, two-way 

p=0.0056, suggesting that expression of the mutant FOXP1 protein may lead to amplification of 

any potentially damaging effects of the CNTNAP2 H275A allele. Error bars indicate ±SEM. 

 
 
Supplementary Table 1 Core descriptive clinical values on ASD probands 
Attached file: oroak_supplementary_table1.xlsx 
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Supplementary Table 2 Exome genotype and Illumina 1M/1MDuo concordance and 

heterozygous detection rate 
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Supplementary Table 3 Proband sites covered in each trio 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Supplementary Table 4 Observed and expected de novo coding mutation rates 
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Supplementary Table 5 Variant positions of 21 genes with identified de novo events from 
1000 genomes9 pilot data, 20 HapMap, and 20 ASD probands 
 

Attached file: oroak_supplementary_table5.xlsx 
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Supplementary Table 6 Rare protein disruptive variants intersecting with SFARI gene list 
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Supplementary Table 7 Multiple mutations affecting a single proband  
 

 

 

 
 

 

Supplementary Table 8 CNTNAP2 expression in HEK293T cell assays 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Calculated using a two-tailed unpaired t test 

Mean SEM
pcDNA4 1.04 ±0.03198
FOXP2 0.5592 ±0.05054
FOXP1 0.6172 ±0.02632
FOXP1mut 3.44 ±0.4409

comparison p-value
pcDNA4 vs FOXP2=0.0033
pcDNA4 vs FOXP1=0.0005

pcDNA4 vs FOXP1mut=0.0056
FOXP2 vs FOXP1=ns

FOXP1 vs FOXP1mut=0.0031
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Supplementary Table 9 Primer sequences for exome capture and qPCR 
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